We discuss the design synthesis problem of mechanical systems with an example of configuration design of chain-type mechanisms. Mechanisms are used as· system elements in various products, and each mechanism system is composed of mechanism pairs. In the design process, the functional structure of mechanisms and their spatial configuration are determined. The former means the sequential chains of pairs, and the latter means the arrangement and geometry of mechanism elements. We propose a framework for simultaneously considering both issues for designing a certain level of complicated mechanism systems. The concepts of marker sequences and cell-based planar representation are introduced to manipulate a design. Each marker corre sponds to an abstracted representation of a particular mechanism element. Each cell corresponds to a region for such a marker. The computational design process is organized by generating marker sequences, assigning markers to cells, refining both of them, and embodying the configuration and arrangement of mechanisms. Finally, a prototype CAD system implemented under the proposed concepts is applied to several design examples. In the conclusion, we show the necessity of fictitious media for representing and computerizing the conceptual and configurational phases of a design process.
Introduction
In designing a mechanical system, its functional structure as a system must be determined based on the design requirements, the configuration and geometry of respective system elements must be arranged, and further the overall spatial arrangement as a complete system must be adjusted. This type of design problem includes various issues involving multiple granularity levels and multiple disciplines. Multiple viewpoints and criteria are necessary for representing design objects and evaluating design results. It is important to consider such issues individually and to coordinate their coupling toward achieving globally integrated design results(l). (2) . When the design process is being unfolded to some degree, that is, when the details of a design are materializing, the definition of relatively concrete models for physical entities becomes realiza ble, and the design contents are investigated and manipulated using such models . . In contrast, what is process.
We define systems that transfer motion or power from one position to another or mechanically control devices through chained pairs of mechanisms as "chain -type mechanisms," and discuss the configuration design synthesis problem of their func tional structure and spatial arrangement in order to develop fundamental concepts of computational methods for conceptual and configurational design phases of mechanical systems. In the following sec tions, we first propose an abstracted representation scheme for chain-type mechanisms with motion markers and planar cells. Second, we explore a design computation framework for configuration syn thesis under such abstraction. Third, we implement a prototype CAD system and apply it to some design problems. Finally, we conclude this study with some perspectives toward computerization of the early phases of the design process for not only mechanism systems but also mechanical systems.
Interaction between Functional Structure and Spatial Configuration in Mechanism Systems

Design
1 Design conditions of mechanism systems
The primary roles of mechanisms in a mechanical system are to activate devices or control systems by somehow transmitting kinematic motion or force � from a mover to a follower through intermediate connectors.
While the major design conditions straightforwardly correspond to the fundamental functions of mechanism primitives. i.e., mechanical pairs, other subsidiary design conditions are indispens able to establish a design result as a physically feasible artifact beyond major ones. In detail, the following kinds of design conditions should be inte grally considered to totally design mechanism sys terns:
• Primary conditions on the combination of mecha nism pairs ... The sequence of mechanism pairs as a series of intermediate connectors must sat isfy the kinematic configuration that is indicated between the mover and the follower.
• Subsidiary conditions for the combination of mechanism pairs ... Such sequence must be configured in order to control motion timing, force magnitude, etc. at the position of the fol lower.
• Coordination of a series of mechanisnl subsystems
... The motions among different subsystems must be properly synchronized in the cases of one-input multiple-output mechanism systems.
• Spatial arrangement condition of mechanism ele ments . . This point differentiates the design problem of mechanism systems from other arrangement problems of conventional machines without any internal motion.
• Optimality of a mechanism system ... The overall system must meet various criteria to achieve total optimality, such that each pair should be moderately simple, the number of pairs should be small, etc.
2 Mutual coupling between functional struc ture and configurational arrangement
The integrative circumstances of the above condi tions indicate mutual dependence among them. That is, the spatial arrangement design of mechanism ele ments requires a sequence of mechanism pairs as a prerequisite, but the selection of each mechanism pair requires some information about the surrounding spa tial situation where it will be arranged afterward.
Therefore, it may be necessary to refine the mecha nism sequence that has been designed under the func tional requirements, or it may be required to modify the functionality of an entire series of primitive pairs in order to meet the spatial conditions, for instance, by inserting another new mediating pair into a sequence to adjust the position of some followers within the overall layout space.
The above issue means that the design process of mechanism systems cannot be simply divided into a one-directional sequence of conceptual design for a functional system structure, preliminary design for a spatial arrangement, etc. In other words, the contents for functional structure and those for spatial arrange ment are mutually coupled. Therefore, it is indispens able to manipulate both issues somehow with coordi nation in designing mechanism systems.
Multidisciplinarity and granularity levels
Functional structure and spatial arrangement mentioned above are related to each other through different disciplines. When globally and ·locally recognizing such mutual coupling across disciplines, the representation schemes that are independently suitable for manipulating respective disciplines are not sufficient. In other words, representation of design contents and formalization of design process require any framework that can properly manage internal issues under cross-disciplinarity in addition to inner disciplinary issues.
When viewing a chain-type mechanism system as a functional system, it can be represented by multiple element is assigned to one of the divided cells.
Under the above experimental abstraction, we first introduce "motion marker" in order to symboli cally represent the fundamental functions and outlined shape of individual mechanism elements, which direct ly correspond to the recognition of Fig. 1 (b ) . Then, the sequence of such markers is called "marker sequence,
" which corresponds to the functional struc ture of an overall mechanism system. As for spatial arrangement, it is assumed that small regions in the layout space are restricted to rectangles, the exam ples of which are shown in the abstraction of Fig. 1 ( c ), to efficiently model the spatial configuration information in its conceptual and qualitative level.
Then, we name such rectangles "cells." These con cepts translate the design problem of chain-type mechanism systems to an iterative process of generat ing marker sequences, assigning markers to cells and so forth.
Besides, the concept that the entire space is divided into a set of rectangular cells or compart ments has been used in several types of layout design +X trans. +Y trans.
-X lrans.
-Y trans.
���[S]
+X+Y trans. +X-Y trans. -X-Y trans. -X+Y lrans.
Orientation marker Besides, it is necessary to search the appropriate configuration of marker cells with coordinative con sideration of the marker sequence, which requires iterative refinements of both aspects.
2 Roles and attributes of motion markers
3 Roles and attributes of marker sequences
A chain-type mechanism system accomplishes its objectives by converting motion features or transmit ting motion positions through a series of mechanism pairs from the mover to the follower. sequence is generated with higher priority in the search procedure. However, while any generated marker sequence might be able to be arranged within the entire space, whether it can be fit with the number of cells, the orientation of markers, etc. become examinable only after its markers are assigned to cells. As this scenario illustrates, either functional structure or spatial arrangement becomes examinable only after the other is tentatively assumed. Thus, it is clear that the two aspects are mutually coupled.
Configuration Synthesis· Method for
Chain-Type Mechanisms
In this section, we show the configuration synthe sis method for chain-type mechanisms by using motion markers and planar cells introduced in the previous section.
1 Generation of marker sequence
A marker sequence is generated by searching a 
Manipulation of cells
In the manipula- 
2. 2 Arrangement of markers
The arrangement of markers within a set of cells, i.e., the assign ment of each marker to any cell within prepared ones, is determined one by one in accordance with the order of the marker sequence. This is also a search problem under the constraints of the neighboring relationships among markers and cells. This process is required to
cooperate with the refinement of cells through their merging or division under the aforementioned mutual coupling as well.
2. 3 Determination of marker orientation
The orientation of markers that are assigned to specific cells is also determined by searching one by part of the mechanism system that is shown in Fig. 1 (a ).
Configuration Synthesis CAD System
for Chain-Type Mechanisms
5.1
Overall procedure for mechanism config uration synthesis is, the procedure unfolds as follows: first, a marker sequence is assumed step by step based on motion feature indexes that are given as design requirements for the mover and the follower by using knowledge processing and artificial intelligence search. tech niques. Second, after the arrangement space is par titioned into a set of cells, the markers are assigned to the assumed cells. These operations are also im plemented by using artificial intelligence techniques.
If spatial assignment fails, space partitioning is refined through cell merging or division, or the proce dure is switched to the functional structure side in order to refine the marker sequence or to switch the tentative solution to another candidate. This iteration between both sides is organized to finally reach a satisfactory design result of mechanism configuration.
Subsequently, precise arrangement of the entire sys tem and detailed geometry of the mechanism elements are embodied under a designed configuration by numerical optimization.
2 Interaction with a designer in synthesis process
The above procedure includes various judgments Since we aim to discuss the necessity of appropri ate representation media for conceptual or configurational design process and to reveal the role of mutual coupling circumstances in such process, computer implementation of the discussed outcomes cannot reach such design automation. Thus, we develop a prototype CAD system that interacts mark edly with a designer who tacitly plays the role of tree pruning knowledge under combinatorial explosion. In the implementation, the computer system provides a list of prioritized promising candidates, and the designer selects a tentative design solution at individ ual design phases and controls any backtrack to prior design phases in order to shift the focus to another candidate that was stored beforehand.
3 Implementation of prototype CAD system
Practical implementation of the prototype CAD system employs the Common Lisp Object System (C LOS) (7) , which is an object-oriented extension of Common Lisp, since it has superiority in terms of knowledge processing, search algorithm, and compli 
Design Applications
We demonstrate the design applications of the implemented prototype CAD system for configuration synthesis problems of mechanism systems.
1 Synthesis of mechanisms used in a video cassette recorder
First, the prototype CAD system is applied to the design problem of partial mechanisms used in a video cassette recorder (V CR ) . Table 1 shows the descrip tion of design requirements with qualitative function feature indexes. Figure 6 shows the spatial conditions for the entire space shape and the locations of a mover and three followers. The target system includes two subsystems: the tape loading mechanism 'that drives two pins for winding up a video tape to the recording and playback head, and the pinch-roller pressing mechanism that presses a video tape to the' pinch roller for tape traveling. These two subsystems share rotational motion at the motor shaft as their input. Through this phase, it becomes possible to evaluate motion connectability among mechanism elements for the determination of marker orientation. Figure 7 ( c) is the design result of such orientation. Figure 7 ( d) shows the final assignment result of all markers in the sequence defined in Fig. 7 ( a ) , where motion is branched at a gear and then transmitted to the other loading pin at the left-hand side. This phase fixes the configuration of two tape loading mechanisms. Besides, an alternative design that generates simultaneous motion of two pins with a slider-crank mechanism rather than gear-pairs, as shown in Fig. 8 , is also generated in the process that finally reaches the design result shown in Fig. 7 (e ). However, this alternative design has some disadvantages. The mechanism system does not fit into the entire space at the left-hand side crank. Furthermore, it is difficult to ensure synchronized motion between both pins of the tape loading mechanisms. Given this tentative situa tion, the designer judges that it is effective to increase shared mechanism elements between two subsystems for tape loading in order to avoid the latter disadvan tage, and then decides to shift the branch point to the left-side area. The design result shown in Fig. 7 ( f ) is finally generated by backtracking to a correspond ing step of the design process from the situation of 
2 Synthesis of motor press mechanism
Following the application to a VCR design exam ple, Fig. 9 shows an application to the design problem of a motor press mechanism. In this example, the marker sequence is generated to transmit motion from motor rotation at the right-bottom area to translatively pressing motion at the left-middle area
Fig . 9 Application to motor press mechanism by avoiding a non-allowable region, and then the mechanism system is embodied as shown in the figure.
Other than the above two examples, the devel oped method and system have been applied to mecha nisms for piston-crank-type internal combustion engines, etc .
Related Studies and Discussion
We compare here this study with other studies on mechanism synthesis and then discuss the relation ships of computational approaches in design engineer ing and other fields. 
Concluding Remarks
We proposed herein a configuration synthesis method of mechanism systems by introducing abstracted representation with motion markers and planar cells, and implemented a prototype CAD sys tem based on it. Its application to several design problems proved its validity and promise. Generaliza tion of its outcome indicates the essential role of fictitious abstraction and consequent formalization of design computerization in the early phases of a design process. Furthermore, it implies the role of situations in the overall design of complicated systems. We plan to refine the representation of spatial information, the processing method of mutual coupling structure and so forth as our future work.
